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1. By a decision of 11 Febru.ary 1980 the Council and the Representatives of the 
Governments of the Member States meeting within the Council 'authorized the 
. . 
Commission to open negotiations with the EFTA countries and the other "pre-
ferential" countries with a. view to adapting the Free Trade Agre~mentse 
2. The negotiations with Switzerland, Finland, Norway, Sweden and Iceland were 
completed in March 1980e 'rh~ Commission forwarded the reau1 ts of these 
.negotiations to the Council 1on 13 June 1980 {doco crn~(80) 317 final) and pro-
posed their adoption. The additional protocole with Switzerland and Liechten-
stein were signed on 17 July 1980, the signature of the additional protocols 
with Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden are in the final stages of prepa-
ration. · 
J. Only the negotiations with Austria could not. be-completed at the same time. 
The remaining difficulties have however now been settled and the negotiations 
were concluded on o • .lC>. .<tc,t.o."b.e.r.. ~.8.Q.... o The heads of delegations initialled 
the draft texts on •• .3.,\ .~.t.o;q.e;:. J..9P.q •• after indicating that they correctly 
embodied the results of the negotiations. 
4• As far as tariff treatment, indicative tariff ceiling~, processe~ agricultural 
PToducts, quantitative restrictions, measures having equivalent effect and 
origin rules are concerned, the arrangements concluded with Austria in the 
EEC sector correspond to the arrangements concluded with the other EFTA States 
(see explanations in doco COM(80} 317 final). As with Norway and Sweden an ex-
change of letters has been agreed upon with Austria concerning the applicability 
of the safeguard measures contained in the Free Trade Agreement, if difficulties 
are caused during the transitional period by increased imports into Austria 
of sensitive products from Greeoe and vice-versa.-This exchange of·letters 
is annexed to this communication. It does not constitute an integral part 
of the additional protocol with Austria. 
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5· The content of the ECSc-Protoool is also identical with the additional 
protoools agreed upon with Finland, Norway a.nd Sweden. However, with regard 
to the transitional measures on the Greek market concerning the application 
of the price rules, the rules which Austria will apply by analogy to Article 
129 of the Act of Accession have not been incorporated in the protacol it-
self (Article 8) but in an exchange of letter··· .... hich will be annexed to 
the additonal protocol and which will form an inte~al part of it. (In the 
. case of the other EFTA countries mentioned above, these rules were 
agreed in Article 2, paragraph 2~·) 
6. During the negotiations certain difficulties on interpretations arose, 
which caused them to last so long. In the end, despite 
divergent opinions, Austria accepted the same transitional measures as 
• 
those agreed upon with the other EFTA countries. The differences of opinion remain 
however, and they will be explained in an exchange of "notes verbales" between the 
Commission and the Austrian Mission to the European Communities. The Council 
will be informed on this in the usual way. 
7• The Commission considers that,in terms of its negotiating directives, 
the draft texts are acceptable to the Community~ Accordingly it re-
commends to the Council and the Representatives of the _Governments of the 
Member States meeting within the Council: 
i) p~ing the adoption of the additional protoools,to take the 
.. 
necessary decisions regarding their signature; 
ii) as regards the·EEC protocol, to adopt the draft_re~lation 
annexed thereto. 
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PROPOSAL FOR A COUNCIL REGULATION 
concerning the conclusion of the Additional Protocol 
to the Agreement between the European Economic Community 
anlthe Republic of Austria consequent on 
the accession of the Hellenic Republic to the Community 
THE COUNCIL OF THE l!lJROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 113 thereof, 
Having regard to the recommendation from the Commission, 
Whereas it is necessary to approve the Additional Protocol to the Agreement 
between the European Economic Community and the Republic of Austria (1) 
signed in Brussels on 22 Jul¥ 1972, to take account of the aoeession of the 
Hellenic Republic to the Community, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS RlOOULA.TIONa 
Article 1 
The Additional Protocol to the Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Republic of Austria consequent on the accession 
of the Hellenic Republic to the Community ~s hereby approved on behalf of 
the Comm1mi ty. 
' 
The text of the Protobol is annexed to this Re~lation. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council shall give the notification provided 
for in Article :5 of the Additional Protocol. 
(1) 0J No L 300, 31.12.1972, P• 2 
.. 
Article J· 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day following that of 
its publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall b~ binding in its entirety and directly appli-
cable in all Member Statesb 
.. 
} 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Ootmcil 
The President 
.• ' 
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Add.itional Protocol tc the Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Repu".:>lio of 
AustT-ia consequent on t~ a.ocesaion of the 'Hellenic 
Republic to the Community 
' l 
'' f ':, 
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'rBE EUROPEAN ECONOMIO CClOOJNITY 
of the one part, ant=~ 
the Republic of Austria 
of the other part, 
CONSIDERING the accession of the Hellenic Republic to 
the European Communities on 1 January 1981 
··, 
't', » 
HAVIllG .REGARD to the Agreement between th~~opean Economic OoiiiDIUI'dty 
and the Republic of Austri~ signed at Brussels on 22 July 1972 and hereinafter 
I. · called the "Agreement", 
HAVE DECIDED to determine· by common accord the adjustments and 
tm:rsitional measures to the Agreement consequent on the aoo~saion ot 
the·Hellenio Republio to the European EConomic Communit7 
and TO COlTCLtmE 'l'BIS PROTOCOL 1 
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TITLE I 
j.djustment s 
Article 1 
The text of the Agreement shall be drawn up in Greek and that text shall be 
a.uthentio in the same way as the original texta .• The Joint Committee 
shall approve the Greek It ext. 
Article 2 
1. The Hellenic Republic shall apply the provisions laid down in 
the_table contained in Artiole 1 (3) of Protocol No 1 to the Agree-
. · · ment to all products covered by Chapters 48 and 49 · of the Comon 
Customs Tariff originating in Austria and not listed in Annex I. 
2. Austria shall apply the provisions of Artiole 4. (1) 
of Protoool No 1 to the Agreement to all products covered by this 
paragraph and coming :trom Greec~. · 
; 
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Article 3 
i 
.~ 1. The volume of the ind.ioa.ti ve ceilings which the European Economid 
Community, in conformity with the provisions of Protocol No, 1 to .. _. 
the Agreement, applies as from 1 January 1981 .· to imports 
ot goods originating· in Austria· shall consist of : 
' 
- the volumes of the. indicative ceilings rea~ting from ·)he a.pj)iioa.ti~ 
. of- the,rules laid down in Protocol lfo 1 to the ~-ement, and 
- in addition tor 1981 the volumes listed in Annex III; for eaoh 
subseqUent year the~e volumes shall be increased by 5 ~. 
2. ·When the volumes for imports into Greece laid down in Annex III have been 
renohed for the goods concerned, ·the HellEIIlio Repablio mq ~impose the 
~@toms_ duti~ which· i~ _apPliea __ ~t--~~t __ -~_i~- t~_'t~_i~ __ o_~triea __ until- the 
~<(~-the ~endar 1hl"• 
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TITLE II 
I • -. 
.. 
' Transitional' Measures 
Article 4 
For the produots listed in.Annex.I, the Hellenic Repub1ic.shall 
progressively abolish customs duties on imports of products originating 
tn Austria in accordance with the £ollowing timetable : 
- on 1 January 1981 ,each duty shall be reduced to 90 % of the ba.sio duty ; 
. 
- on 1 January 1982 ,each duty shall be reduced to 80 % of the basic duty; 
- the four other reductions o£ 20 % ea.oh s~ll be made on : 
- 1 January 1983, 
- 1 January 1984, , 
- 1 January 1985, 
- 1 January 1986. 
Article 5 
1. For the ·products listed in Annex I, the basic duty to which the suocessi ve 
reductions provided for in Article 4 ~e to be applied shall, for each 
product, be the duty actually applied by the Hellenic Republio in respect 
of Austria on 1 July 1980. 
2. However, in respect of matches falling within heading No. 36.06 ot the 
Common Customs Tariff,._ th,e basic dut;i shall · 
be 17 ,.2 t:J, ad valorem. 
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Article 7 
If the Hellenic Republic suspends or reduces duties~or charges having 
equivalent effect on products imported from the Community as at 
present constituted mo~e quickly than under the establishe~ ~imetable, 
____ th_e_ :H.ellenic _Republic s~ll also suspend <?r _re4uQe, by the s~~-- p~rcenta.ge, 
~- . - . . . -
:._ :.thos~ dU,tie_s_ or c~~ges_ having ~quivalen~ ~ffect on- products originating 
. in _Austria. 
1. The variable component which the Hellenic Republic m~ apply in 
accordance with the provisions of Article 1 of Protocol No. 2 to 
· ··'the Agreement to the products listed in Table I of that Pr~tocol, 
originating in Austria, _shall be adjusted by the compensatory amount 
--~-- -~~!.PPi-i~~~~tra~e~~~~-ee_n--the-c_2~~i~'Y ~~~~t -_i)res.ent ~--o~n~~l ~~~-d-~~- -~· 
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2. For the· products which are listed both in Table I of Protocol No ~ t~ _ _:the 
I ' I 
Agreement and in Annex I to this Protocol, the Hellenio R~publio. 
shall abolish, in aQcordanoe ~ith the timetable laid dawn in Article 4; ~ 
' ----- ------ --- . - - . ----
the difference between : 
- the fixed component of the duty to be applied by the Hellenio Republio 
upon accession, and 
- the duty (other than t.he 't"&l"ia.ble oomponent) shown in the last ool'umn 
ot .Table I ot Protoool No,, 2. ·· 
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If the H~llenio Republic liberalizes imports of a product listed 
in .Al'>Dex II co~~ng :f_;-om_ th~ __ .<iommuni ty_ ;:tS at presen·~ CQ~~ti t_uted_ or, 
increases a quota beyond the minimum rate applicable to the Community 
- -
as at present constituted, the Hellenic Republic shall also 
liberalize· imports of 'that product originating in Austria 
or·increase the global quota proportionallye 
. 
Regarding licences tor imports or products listed in Annex II 
and originating in Austria , the Hellenic Republic sha1l 
applJ the same administrative rules and practices as applied 
to such imports originating in the Community as at present 
·constituted, with the exception of the quota for fertilisers 
falling Within heading NoS 31.02, 31.03 and BU~~~adi~s ... 
··~--~-jl.05_A IL_I_:(and. IV _of ·the Common __ Of:1.st9m~.,.,~~rf',__ --~-- ______ __ 
where the Hellenic Republic ~ app~ the. ~lea and practices 
. 
relevant to ·--~·:·-'exclusive marketing righta. 
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'lft Import deposita and cash payments in foroe ~~Greece on 31 December 
1980 -with regard .to imports of: products_ qrigina:l;ing in Austria 
shall be progressively eliminated over ,1), period tJ'f t;~e y.a.rs from 
1 Ja:n'UB.ry 19(31 .. 
The rate of import deposits and oash payments sh&ll be ~ed 
in aooordanee with the following timetable a 
- 1 January 1981 ~ 25 %, 
- 1 January 1982 3 25 ~' 
- 1 January 1983 : 25 ~' 
- 1 January 1984 1 25 f.. 
2. ·rr, in _respect_-_o:f- the Community as at present constituted, the 
Hellenic Republic reduces the rate of import deposits or.cash 
payments more quickly than under the ti-metable set out in 
paragraph 1, the Hellenic Republic shall make the same reduction • 
with regard to imports -ot: pr~_d.u?j_s: ~~i~tinit in Austria .. 
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TITLE III 
Article 11 
The Joint Committee'sball make any amendments which m~ be necessar.1 
to the origin' rules consequent _on: -~hf!_-~ccE!ssion of th~_He~~~ic 
-~~e~b~i~ to the European CommUnities. 
Article 12 
The Annexes to this Protocol form an integral part thereof, This 
Protocol forms an integral part of the Agreement. / 
Article 13 
I, 
• ··'This Protocol shall be approved l;!y the Contracting Parties in accordance · 
with their own procedures. It shall enter into force on 1st Januar,y 1981, 
provided that the Contracting P~rties have notified each other before 
I 
! ' 
that date that the procedures nE~cessar,y to this_ end have been oanpleted. 
After this date the Protocol sha~l enter into force on the first dq of 
t,he second month following such notification. 
! 
Article 14 
This Protocol is drawn up in duplicate,_· in the Dimi:sh, Du.tc~, Erlglish, 
french, German, Greek . and Italiaa- laDgaages,' eaoh or these- teXts ·being 
~qually authentic. 
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Srussel s 
No111enclature 
heading No 
(NCCC) 
Chapter 15 
ex 15.10 
Chapter 17 
17.04 
Chapter 18 
18.06 
Chapter 19 
ex 19.02 
19.03 
,9.05. 
• 
ex 19.07 
; ' 
19.08 
Chapter 21 
ex 21.,02 
ex 21.04 
i!X 21.,06 
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ANNEX 
ll,st. referred to ln Artt.5..!.e 4 
Oescript1on 
Prod~cts obtained froa pfnewood,:w1th a fatty acid content of~ or •ore by 
weight 
Sugar confectionery, not 'cont,alntng cocoa 
Chocolate and other food preparations containing cocoa 
Malt-extract 
Macaroni, spagite'tti and similar prpduets 
Prepared foods obtained by swelling or roasting of cereals or cereal products 
(puffed rice, corn .flakes and si 1il ar products} · · ·· · 
Bread; shlps 1 biscuits and other ordinary bakers' vares, not conta1ntrig added 
sugar, honey, eggs, fats, cheese or fruit 
Pastry, biscuits, cakes and other fine bakers r wares, wheth'er or not containing 
cocoa In any proportion 
Roas:ted coffee substitutes other thal" roasted chicory; extracts, essences and 
co11Centra!as of roasted coffee suosti ·tutes other than of roasted ch1 cory 
Sauces; lli xed condiments and fdixed seasonings other than fi utd ungo chutney 
B<lker 1 s yeast and l nacti ve natural · yea,sts 
lC 
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Chap-ter 22 
ex 22.02. 
22.03 
22.06 
ex 22.09 
Chapccr 2J 
25.20 
. 2.5.22 
25.23 
ex 25.30 
,a 25.32 
Chapter 27 
l7.0S bi• 
21.06 
27.08 
ex 21.10 
a27.U 
·-·-··- .:.·--·--"-----·---------- ~-............. -·~f------· ·4- ~ ... :;~·· ~ 
. •, •,, 
-· 
lemon'ade, flavoured spa.waters and un-=lavoured aerated waters 
I 
and other non-alcoholic beverages, no~ Including fruit and 
vegetable juices fallf.ng wfthtn h~adlng No 20.07 whether 
- not containing •Ilk or tflkfats but :ontafnfng sugar 
(sucrose or Invert sugar-) 
or 
. 
- containing tllk or 1llkfats 
Bee,.. •ade fro• .al t 
Vermouths, and other wines of fresh grapes flavoured with 
aro1attc extracts 
Spirituous beverages,-contalnlng eggs or egg yolks and/or 
sugar (sucrose or Invert sugar) 
Gypsum; ;anhydrirc; calcined gypsum, and plas~en w~rh a buis of calc:ium 
sulphate, whether I or nor coloured, but nor tnduding plasten specially 
prepued for use in dentistry. 
Quicklime, slaked lime and h)·draulic lime, other than calcium oxide and 
hydroxide 
. ' 
Ponlaad cement, cimcnc fondu, slag cement, supersulphate cement and 
siin.ilu hydraulic cemencs, whether or nor .:oloured or in the form of 
clinker · 
Crude narural boric: acid containing not more than 8S 'Ye of H,B01 
calculated on the dry weight 
Eanh colours, whether or not calcined or mixed togethert sanrorin, pozzo-
lana, crass and similar catths, used in making :tydraulic cemena, whether 
or nor powdc:rcd 
Coal gas, water gas, producer gas and similar g:ues 
Tu distilled from c:oal, from lignite or from pear, and other mineral tan, 
inc:luding pamally distilled tars o~nd blends of pirch with creosote oils or 
with other coal tu distillation products .. 
Pitch ~d pitch coke, obWncd from coal tar or from. other mineral ran 
Mineral oils. aad sreucs for lubricacing purposes 
• Petroleum gases and other gaseous hydrocarbo~~Sy cxc:luding propane of a 
puricy nor less ~an 99 '• for use other chan u a power or heaanr fud · 
'·· 
' ' 
I 
. ,' 
-Z7.U Petroleum ;cur 
%7.13 . 
f.. ' 
Paraffin wax, micro-aptalline wax~ slack wax, cnokericc, lignite wax, peat 
wax and ochcr mineral waxes, whether or DOt coloured 
. ' 27.24 Petroleum birumcn. peD"olcum coke and 'ochcr Rlidua of parolcum oils 
or of oils obtained &om pirumiDous m.iucrals 
%7.U Birumc:n and asphalt, oarural; bibamhlous shale, asphaltie, rock ud tu 
suds 
%7.16 &iruminous mixrures bucd on narural asphalt, on aarural bicumca, on 
pccrolcum birumen, on mineral tar or on mineral r.ar pitch (for cumpJe. 
birumiaous mastic:s, cut~backs) , , 
. 
. 
. Chapter 21 
ex 28.01 
ex 21.04 
ex 28.06 
28.08 
21.09 
18.10 
28.11 
18.13 
21.15 
28.1, 
18.17 
ex 2.8.19 
cxl8.l0 
28.22 
ex 2.8.%3 
ex21.%7 
21.29 
ex 18.30 
ex 28.31 
~-
28.35 
21.36, 
21.37 
IX 28.38 
ex28.40 
Chlorine 
Hydrogen, oxygen (il\dudins OIOilC) and aicropn 
Hydrochloric acid 
Sulphuric acid; oleum 
Nitric acid; sulpbonicric acids 
Phosphorus pc:ncoxide and phosphoric acids (mcta•, orcbo- and pyro-) 
Boric oxide and boric acid 
Other inorganic acids and oxypn compounds of DOIMIICtala (excludiDJ 
warcr) 
Sulphides or ~metals; phosphorus aisulpbide 
Ammonia, anhydrous or in aqueous solution 
Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda); por.assiua hydroxide (ea~ pacub); 
pcroxides of sodium or potassium 
Zinc oxide 
Artificial· corundum 
Maogucse oxides 
lton oxides, induding earth colours ·containius 70 ~ or more by weicJat 
of combined iroo cvaluaced as Fc.Oa 
• Red lead and litharge 
Fluorides; ftuotosilicaccs. ftuoroboraces and ochcr complex 8110riM s.tJD 
Magnesium chlot;idet calcium chloride 
Hypochlorica; commercial calcium hypochlori11:; chloritcs 
Sulphides; polytulphides 
Dithionitcs. including thote subilizcd wirh organic substances; sulplaox)-lata 
Sulphiccs aDd daiosulphaccs 
Sodium, barium, iton, zinc, masnesiam and alumionim sulphates; ...... 
Pbosphica, hypopbosphim and phosphares, cxdudina ba"buic lead pllosphace 
, , I 
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ex28.42 
ex 28.44 
ex 28.45 
ex 28.46 
ex 28.48 
. 28.$4 
ex 28.$6 
ex 28.$8 
Chapter 29 
ex 29.01 
ex 29.04 
exl9.08 
ex 29.14 
ex 29.16 
ex 29.21 
ex 29.41 
Carbonates, including commercial amm~nium carbonate containins afiUDOo 
nium carbamate, exdudinglead hydrocarbonate (whlre lead) 
Mercury fulminate 
Sodium silicare and pocusium silicate, including commercial aradcs 
Refined borax 
Anenites·and arsenates 
Hydrocen perioxide (including solid hydfosCn peroxide) 
' . 
Silicon, boron and calcium carbides 
Distilled and coaducrivicy water and water of similar purity 
. 
. 
Hydrocarbons for use as power or heacing fuels; naphthalene and anthracene 
Amyl alcohols 
Phenols and phenol·alcohols 
Olpentyl ether (diamyl ether;, dierhyl ether, anethole 
.· 
Palmitic, stearic and oleic acids and their water soluble ..Uts; .anhydrides 
Tartaric, citric and saWc acids; calcium raruare 
Niuopyccrinc 
Nicotifte sulphate 
29.43 Sug2:rs, chemically pure, other rhan iucto~. iiucose and lac to se; su'at 
ethc:n and sugar estc:n, and their salts, other than producu of hcadiq 
Nos 29.39, 29.41 and 29.42 
Chapter 30 
ex 30.02 Antisera 
Medicamcnu (includinc veterinary medicaments}, excluding the following 
products: · . 
- Anti-aSthmatic cigarettes 
- Quinine. cinchonine. quinidine and their salts, whether or aot iD the 
form of proprietary productS 
-..p. Morphine. cocaine and other narcoacs, whether or noc in the form o;. 
proprietary products · 
- Antibiotics iUid preparatioos based oa antibiotics 
- Vitamins and preparations based on viramins 
- Sulphoaamides. hormoaes and preparations based oa hormones 
30.04 Wadding, gauze, bandages and similar articles (for example. dressings. · 
adhtsivc plasters. poultices), impr~ared or coarcd with pharmaceutical · 
subsunc:a or puc up in rccaiJ packinil for medical ot surpcal purposes, 
other ,thu IQOCU specified ia Note 3 eo thia Chapter 
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Cha.-rll 
Mineral or cbcmial fertilizers, phosphatic, exdudiag: 
- Basic-slag 
- Disintegrated (c:alcined) calcium phosphates (thermo pbospbat~ and 
. fused phosphates) and calcined natural aluminium calcium phosphates 
- Calcium hydrogen phosphate containing DOt less dlan G-2 1ft of fluorine 
:n.os Other fenilizers; goods of the present Chapter in taldim, lozenges aad 
similu prepared forms or in packings of a p-oss wciaht not exceeding 10 k& 
Chapter 31 
ex 32.01 
ex 31.04 
ex 32.05 
31.06 
ex31.07 · 
32.08 
. 
. 
Tanning exttacrs of vegetable origin; tannins (tannic: acids), including water-
extracted gall-nut tannin . 
Colouring matter of vegetable origin (including dyewood extract and orhcr 
vqc1able dyeins extracts, bur excluding indigo, henna .1nd c:hloroph)·U) or 
of animal origin, excluding cochineal extract and kerm~s · 
Synthetic organic dycstuHJ (including pismcnt dyesru.ffs and excluding 
artificial indigo); synthecic: organic: products of a kind used a lumino-
pbores; products of the kind known as opric:a.l bleachins apnts, sub-
stantive to the fibre · . 
· Colour lakes 
Other colouring matter, excluding: . 
'(a) inorganic pigments or pigments of mineral origin, whether or not 
cont:aining other substances facilitating dyeing, based on cadmium salts, 
(b) chrome colours and P.russian blue; inorganic ·prociucrs of a kind used 
as luminophorcs 
Prepared pigments, prepared opacificn and prepared colours, Yitrifiable 
enamels and glazes, liquid lusrrcs and similar products. of the kind used in 
the ceramic, enamelling and alass industries; cngobcs (slips); giass frit and 
other pass, in the form of powcier, Jtanules or flakes · . 
Varnishes and lacqucn; distempers: prepared water pigments of the kiDd 
.used f9r finishing leather; raints and enamels; pigments dispersed in linseed 
oil, white spirit, spirirs o turpentine. or other media of a kind used in 
the IJ'anufacture of painrs or enameiH stamping foils; dyes or other colouring 
inatter in forms or packings of a kind sold by retail; solutions as defined 
by Note <4 to this Chapter 
32.11 Prepared dricn 
31.12 
31.13 
Chapter 33 
ex 3,J.Ol 
Glaz.icn' puny; grafting puny; painters' fillings; non-refractory surfacing 
preparations; Slopping, sealing aDd similar m.asrics, includina resin mastics 
aod cements . 
Writing ink, printing ink and other inks 
,;.( 
Essential 011s (tcrpcnclcss or. not); concretes and absolutes, 
cxduding essences of roses. rosemary, eucalyptus, sandalwood and c:edu; 
rcsinoids; conccntrares o( essential oils in fats. in fixed oi1s, or in waxes 
or the like, obtained by cold absorption or by maceration 
' . 
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Brussels 
NomcncuNrC 
lleadlnc No 
INCCO 
ex 33.06 
Chapter J4 
Chapter 35 
Cbaprer 3& 
Cbapcer 37 
·:· .. 
Dacriptioa 
Eau de Cologne and other toilet waters; cosmetics a.nd productS for the-
Cat\~ of the skin, hair and nails; tooth powders and toothpastes, productS 
for oral hygiene; room dcodotifCn, prepared, whether or nor perfumed 
Soap, organic surface-active agents, washing preparationst lubricating 
preparat!ons, artifici.U wax~,. prcpar~ w:a.xes, J?Olishing and scouring 
prcparaaons, candles and suuilar arocles, modelling · pastes and 'dental 
waxes' · 
A1bumlno1da1 substances, excludln9 ovalbusfn and lactalbut1n; 
9l ues, enZYJI!S 
Explosives; pyroteehnic produas; macc:hcs; pyrophoric aUoys; certain com· 
bustiblc preparations • 
31.03 Sensitized paper; paperboatd a.nd docb. unexposed or exposed bur nor 
developed -
•• 
Cbaprer 38 
38.03 
38.09 
ex 38.11 
38.18 
ex 38.19 
ex 39.02 
ex 39.01 
ex 39.02 
ex 39.03 
ex 39.04 
ex 39.05 
ex 39.06 
Activated c:ubon; activated natural mineral products; animal black, 
including spent a.nima.l black 
Wood tar; wood tar oils (other than thc.composice 50lvcnts :1nd chinners 
falling within huding ~o .38.18); woodcreosoce; wood naphtha; accconeotl; 
vcget.ablc pitch oc all kinds: b~ewers' pit.:h md sim1lat compounds based 
on rosan or on vegetable pitch; foundry core binders based on narur-al 
resinous product:s 
Disinfectants, .insecticides, rat poisons. pesticides and similar product:s. 
put up in the form ot utidcs such as suiphur-treaced bands, wtclcs and 
candles, fly-papers, sticks coated with hcxacruorociydohexanc (BHO and 
the lilce; preparations consisting of an .tct:vc product (such .u 0011 mixed 
with other materials and put up in aerosol conrunen ready for use 
Composite solvents a.nd th.innen for varnishes an~ similar productS 
Preparations known as 'liquids for hydraulic transmission' fan particular 
for hydraulic brakes) containing less ritan 70 "• by weight of pcttoleun 
oils or of oils obtained &om bicumioous minerals · 
Polrriurl chloride 
Polystyrene ill all its forms; other plastic marerim, cellulose cthers a.ncl 
esters, anifidal resins. excluding: . 
(a) those in the form of granules.. flakes, powders, waste· and scnp ro be 
used as raw materials for the cnaaufaaure of the products mentioned iD 
tllis Chapter · 
(bi io11 cxcbangm · 
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'Nomenclature 
MadtftJNo (NCCQ 
ex 39.f11 
Chapter 40 
Chapccr41 
Chapter 42 
Chapter 43 
Chapter 44 
Cbapccr4S 
45.03 
45.04 
Chapccr46 
Chapter41 
ex 41.01 
....... 
41.03 
41.04 
ex 48.0S 
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Articles of materials of the kinds described in heading Nos 39.01 to 39.06, 
excluding fans and hand screens, non-mechanical, frames and handles 
therdor and pans of wch frames and handJes, and spools, reels and similar 
1upports for phorographic and cinematographic film or for rapes, films and 
cbe illcc falling within heading No 92.12 ~ · · 
Rubber, synthetic rubber, factice, and articles thereof, excluding headins 
Nos 40.01, 40.02. 40.03 and 40.04, latex (ex 40.06), solutions and dispenions 
(ex 40.06), protective clothing for surgeons and radiologisu and diven' 
suits (ex 40.13), and bulk forms or bloclcs, scrap, waste and powder of 
hardened rubber (ebonite and vulcanite) (ex 40.15) 
Raw hides and skins (other than furslciiu) and leather, excludingJarchmcnt• 
drc:sscd leather and, articles falling within heading Nos 41.01 an 41.09 
Arrides of leather; saddJcq and harness; rravel goods, handbap and 
similar concainen; articles of animal gut (other than silk worm gut) 
Furskins and artificial fur; manufactures thereof 
Wood and articles of wood; wood charcoal, excluding heading No 44.07, 
articles of fibre building board (c:x 44.21, ex +4.23, ex 44.27, ex 44.28), 
SJ?OOls, reels and similar supports for photographic and cinematographic 
film or for tapes, films and the like falling withiQ headiac No fl.l2. (ex 
44.26) and wood pavin& bJoclcs (ex +4.28) 
Anidcs of natUral cork 
Agglomerated cork (being cork agglomerated with or without a biodins 
substance) and articles of agglomerated cork 
ManufactUre of straw, of espano and of other plaiting materials; baskaware 
and wickerwork, excluding plaits and similar productS of plaiting materials, 
for aD uses, whether or Dot assembled iDeo srrips (ex 46.0~ 
Paper and papcrboard (including ceUulose wadding), iD tolls or sheen~ 
excludina rbe follo:'ing products; . . 
- Ordinary newsprint ~ade from chemical and aDcchanic:al pulp, weighina 
not more than 6o glm1 · · 
- · Magazine paper 
.;... Cigarc:ne paper 
- Tiuue ·paper 
- Filter paper 
- Cellulose w~dding , 
- Hand-made paper and paperboard 
Parchment or grc:aseproof paper and paperboard, and imitations cbcreof, 
and aJaud transparent paper, in roDs or sheers 
Composite paper or paperboard (made by stickins flar layers together with 
an adhesive), not surface-coated or impregnated, whet~ or not ioccmaUy 
rciolorced, in rolls or sheers • 
Paper and paj)Crboard, corrugated (with or wirhouc flat surface ihcets) 
embossed in rolJs or shccti 
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'ex 48.07 
At•', •• ... 
ex48.1J 
48.14 
ex 48.15 
48.16 
48.18 
,• 
48.19 
ex 48.21 
Chaprcr49 
ex 49.01 
ex 49.03 
ex 49J11 
49.09 
ex49.10 
cx49.11 
Chaprcr SO 
Paper and paperboard, imprc:gnarc:d, coated, SJrface·:olowc:d, sutface-
dc:coratc:d or printed (not constituting printed m.uter wirhia Chaprer 49) . 
in roils or shc:cts, excluding squared paper, go 1 j paper or silver 
paper and imitations thereof, transfer paper, lftdlcar<>r paper and unscnsitized 
photographic paper 
Carbon paper 
Writing blocks, envelopes, letter cards, plain postcards, correspondence 
cards; boxes, pouches, wallets :1.11d writing compendiums, of paper or 
papcrboard, containing only ao usortmc:nt of paper stationery 
Other paper or papc:rboard, cut to size or shape, excluding cigarette paper, 
tapes for relcrype machines, perforated tapn for monocype machines ltld 
calculating machines, filter papers and filter boards (including those (or 
cigarette filrer rips) and gummed strip .--
Boxes, bags and odier paclcing containers, of paper or papc:rboard; box 
files, letter tuys, storage boxr-s and s1milar articles, of paper or pape:rboard. 
of a kind commonly used in offices, shops and the lilc.c 
Repstcn, exercise boolcs, note books, memorandum blocks, order books, 
receipt books, diaries, blotting pads, binders (loosc-
1
1eaf or other), file covers 
and other stationery of paper or papcrboard; sam;> e and other albums and 
book coYers, of paper or papc:rboard 
Paper or paperboard labels, whether or ~oc printed or gummed 
Lamp sbadts; tablecloths and serviettes, handkerchiefs and towels; dishes. 
plates, cups. table-mats, bottle-mats, glass-11ats 
Printed boolcs, booklets, brochW'CS and lc:afleo in the Greek language 
Children's picrure boolcs and paintin~ books, 
pnnted wholly or pardy in the Grc:ck lango..1age 
Stamps noc intended for public service 
Picrwe postcards, Christmas and other picture greo::ting cards, printed by any 
process, with or without tnmmings , · 
Calendan oi any kind, of paper or paperboarci. including calendar blocks, 
but excluding calendan intended for publicity purposes, ia other languages 
than Greek 
Other printed mar=, including printed picrwes and photographs, but ex-
cluding the following articles: -
- Theatrical and photographic studio scenery 
-: Printed matter for publicity purposes (indudina ttaYCl publicicy), printed · · 
in other languages than Grcelt . 
Silk'aod wasa: siDe 
Mm-made fibres (conciou.ous) 
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NommclaNft 
lladml No 
~CCQ 
OaaptcrS3 
Chapter 54 
. 
Cbapcer.55 
Chapter 56 
Chapter sa 
Chapter 59 
Chapter 60 
Chapter 62 
• 
Chapter 63 
· Cbaprcr64 
_Cbaptet 65 
Chapter 66 
66.01 ' 
Chapter01 
a01.01 
.0.06 
••••• 
Wool at1d other animal hair, exdudins raw, ·bleached at~d und,..S 
products of beading Nos 53.01, 53.02. 53.03 and .53.04 
Flax anci.ramie, excluding heading No 54.01 
Cotton 
Man·made fibres (discontinuous) 
·Other vegetable textile materials, excluding No 57.01; paper ram and woven 
fabrics of paper yarn 
·Carpets, mau, matting and tapestries; pile and chenme fabrics; nan"OW 
fabrics; trimmings; tulle and other nee fabrics; lace; embroiderr 
Wadding and felt; cwi~ cordage, ropes and cables; IJ)CC'ial fabrics; 
impregnated and coated f~rics; textile articles of a kiaii suitable for 
industrial use 
Knincd and crocheted goods 
Anicles of apparel and. clochinc accessories of textile fabric. odacr than 
knined or crocheted goods 
Odaer made up textile arriclcs. exducfinc fans and band SCiftnS (a Q.OS) 
Old cJochin& and odaer textile aniclcs; rags 
Footwear, &aitcrs aod the like, pares of such anicJcs 
Headcear and pans thereof 
UmbrcUas and SWlSbad~ (includina walking·RitJc iunbftllas. umbrella rmcs, 
and garden and similar umbrclJas) · . . 
Feather dusters 
Ar:dficiaJ flowers, foliage or fruit and parts thereof; uticles made of artificial 
Oowcrs, foliage or fruit · 
Hand polishing stones, whetstones, oils:ones. bones and the like, and mill· 
stones, Jrindsrones, grinding wheels and :he like (inclOJding gnnding, sharpen· 
ing, polashing, truc:ing and cuains wheels, heads, disc:s and pomts), oi aaruraJ 
·stone (lggl~merarcd or not), oi ~omcrated natural or artificial abrasives, 
or of pottery, with or ~ithour c:ores, shanks. soc:lccrs, axles and the like ol 
other materials., but without framcworits; segments aod other finished pares 
of suc:h stones and wheels. of narural srone (agg.lomerau:d or DtOC)i of 
agglomerated natufal or anifieiaJ abrasives, or of poncrr , 
Natural or artificial abrasive powder or grain, on a base of woven fabric. 
of paper, or paperboard or ol other materialS. whether or noc cut to shape 
or sewn or otbcnrise made up · · . . 
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68.09' Panels. boards, ~i!es, biocb .1od >imiiar 3r.ide:~ oi vegetable fibrr., of wood 
fibre, of srrJ.w, of wood sha.,.tngs or of ;vood waste (indudmg 5awdust), 
agglomerated with cem~nr, pl:aster or with ocher mineral binding Jubst~ces 
68.10 Articles of plastering material 
68.11 Articles of cement (including slag cement), of conc:rc:te or of artificial 
stone (inc:lud,ing granulated marble agglomerated w&tb cement), reinlor~ed 
or noc 
68.12 Articles of a.sbesros-cement, of c:ellulose fibre-cement or the like 
68.14 
Chapter 69 
Cbapter70 
70.04 
70.0S 
ex70.06 
· ex 70.(17 
70.08 
10.09 
·70.10 
ex 70.13 
70.14 
cx70.1S 
ex 70.16 
Friction material (segments, discs, w:ashers, strips, sheers, plates, roUs and the 
like} of a kind suirable for brakes, for clutches or the like, with a basis 
of asbestos, other mineral substances or of cellulose, whether or not 
combined with textile or other materials 
. 
. 
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Unworkcd cast or rolled glass iinclud.ing flashed or wired glass) whether 
figured or noc, in rectangles 
Unworked drawn or blown glass (including flashed glass) in rectangles 
Cast, rolled; drawn or blown glass Cinclud.ing flashed or , wired glass) in 
rectangles, surbc:e ground or polished, bur noc further worked, cxclud.ins 
non-wired glass for mirrors 
C.lSt, rolled, drawn or blown glass (including flashed or wired gla.ss) cue to 
shape other than rectangular shape, or bene or otherwise worked (for 
example, ed~e worked or engraved), ,whether or :lOC surface ground Or poli• 
shed; leaded lights and the IJke 
Safety glass consisting of roughened or laminated glass, shaped or not 
Glass mirrors (including rear-view m.irron), uniramed, framed N bKiced 
Carboys, bottles, jar$, pots, tubular c:onr1.inen .tnd similar c:ontainen, of 
glass, of a kind commonly used for the conveyance or packing of goods; 
stoppen and ocher closures, of glass 
Glassware (other rban articles falling, within heading No i0.19) of a kind 
commonly used for cable, kitchen. roilc:r or otticc: purposes, for indoor 
decoration, or for 5imilar uses. excluding fire-res&sri'tlg ;lasswue of a k.i.ad 
commonly used for table or kitc:hen p!+fPOs<:s, with a low cocffic-ienc of 
expansion, similar eo Pyrc:x or Durex 
Ulumin~ting glassware, signaUi~g glassware: and optical d~mena of glass, 
nor opacally worked nor o! opacaf glass · 
Glass of a kind used for sun glasses (bur excluding glass suitable fot 
corrective lenses), curved, bent, hollowed an~ the like · 
Mulci-ccllular glass ifl blocks, slabs, plates, paneis and similar forms 
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ex 70.17 Laboratory, hygieltic and pharmaceutical glassware, whether or not graduated 
or calibrated, excluding glassw;&re for chemical laboratories; glass ampoules 
'ex 70.21 Othet articles of glass, excluding articles for industry 
- I 
Chaptcr71 
- cx7LU 
71.13 
ex 11.14 
71.16 
Chapter 73 
Chapter 74. 
Chapter 76 
Chapter 78 
Chaptcr79 
Chapter 82 
ex 82.01 
12.02 
ex 82.04 
82.09 
Articles of jewellery, of silver (including silvergilr or platinum-plated siiYer), 
or rolled precious metal on base metal 
Articles of goldsmiths• or silversmiths' wares and parts thereof, oE 
precious metal or rolled precious metal, other than goods falling within 
heading No 71.12 
Other articles of precious mc:'tal ,or rolled precious metal, excluding articles 
and utensils for workshops and laboratories 
Imitation jewellery 
Iron and steel and articles thereof, excluding: 
(a) ProductS within the jurisdiction of the European Coal and Steel 
Communiry, falling within heading Nos 73.01, 73.02, 73.03,. 73.05, 
73.06, 73.07, 73.08, 73.09, 73.10, 73.11, 73.12, 73.13, 73.15 and 73.16 
(b) Products falling within heading Nos 73.02, 73.05, i3.CT1 and 73.16 which 
are not within the jurisdiction of the European Coal and Stcc:l Commpniry 
i 
(c) Heading Nos 73.04, 73.17, 73.19, 73.30, 73.33 and 73.34 and s~gs 
and lenes for springs. of iron or stcc:l, for rail~ay coaches. of he~ 
No 73.JJ t 
Copper and articles thereof, excluding copper alloys containing more ?than 
10% by weight of nickd and amdes falling within heading Nos 74.01, 14.02, 
14.06 and 74.11 
Aluminium and articles thereof, excluding heading Nos i6.01 and 76.05 and 
spools, reels and similar supports for photographic and cinematocraphic 
film or for upcs, films and the like falling witfun beading No 92.11 
(ex 76.16) 
Lead and articles thereof 
Zinc and articles thereof, excluding heading Nos 79.01, 79.01 and 79.03 
Hand tools, the following: ";pades, shovels. picks, hoes. forks and rakes; 
axes, bill books and similar hewing tools: bay knives. crass- shears, timber 
wedges and other tools of a kind used iD apiculrure, hortic:u.irure or 
foresrrt 
Saws (non-mechanical) and blades {or hand or machine saws (indudinc 
toothless saw blades) · 
Pqnable forges; grinGing whcc:Js with frameworks (band or pedal operated); 
articles for domestic use · · -
Knives with cutting blades, serrated ot DOt {including pruning knins), cxber 
than ltaivcs falling within heading No 82.06, and bla,dcs theraor , 
a a r 
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B.nwcla 
Nomcncl•rorc 
bcaci:ni No 
(NCCC) 
ex 82.11 
ex 82.13 
82..14 
82.15 
Chapter 83 
Chapter 84 
ex 84.06 
ex 84.10 
ex 84.11 
ex 84.12 
ex 84.14 
ex 84.15 
ex 84.17 
84:zo 
ex 84.%1 
ex 84.24 
ex 84.25 
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Safccy razor blades and blanks thereof 
· Other .trticlcs of cutlery (for example secateurs, hair clippers, butchers' clea-
vers, paper knives), excluciing band-operated dippers and parts thereof 
Spoons, forks, fish-caters, butter-knives., ladles, and similar lcitc:hen or table-
ware 
Handles of base metal for articles falling within heading Nos 82.09, 82.13 
and 82.14 
Miscellaneous articles of base metal, exclucing heading No 83.08, statuettes 
and other ornaments of a kind· used indoors (ex 83.06) and beads and 
spangles (ex 83.09) 
Spark ignition engines, petrol driven of a cylinder capacity of 220 cc or more; 
internal combustion engines, semi diesel type; internal combustion engines., 
diesel type, of 37 kW or less; engines foe motor-cycles and auto-cydas 
Pumps (including motor pumps and turbo pumps) for liquids, whether or 
not fitted with measuring devices 
Air pumps and vacuum pumps (including niocor and turbo-pumps); fans, 
blower and the like, with integral motors, weighing less than UO kg and 
fans or blowers ·without motor, weighing lOO kg or less 
Air-conditioning machines, sclf,oncained, comprising a motor-driven fan 
and elements for changing the temperature md humidicy of ait, for domestic: 
use 
Bakery ovens and pam thereof 
Refrigerating cabinetS and other refrigerating plant, equipped with a refri. 
gerallng unit 
Instantaneous or storage water heaters, non-elec:tric:al 
Weighing machinery (excluding balances of a sensiri'firy of S cg or better), 
including weight-operated counting and checking machines; weighing· 
. machine weights of all kinds . 
Mechanical appliances (whether or not hand operated) for projecting, 
dispersing or spraying liquids or powders. for domestic use; similar ba:~d 
operated appUanc:s tor a~c-.1ltural use; s1milar appliances (or agricwt. 
use, truck mounted, weighing 60 kg or less . . 
Ploughs designed for tractor or animal duught, ~eighing 700 ltg or leu; 
ploughs designed for mounting on ttaC:ors, with rwo or three shues or 
disa; harrows designed for tractor or animal draught, with fixed framework 
and fixed teeth; disC harrows, weighjng 700 kg or less 
Threshers; maize buskers and milie threshers; harvesting machinery, animal 
'drawn; straw or fodder presses; fanrung mills and similar machines for 
screening seeds and cereal graders 
.. . . 
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Nommclanuc 
MadiDtl No 
CNCCCI 
84.27 
ex84.28 
·84.19 
Cx 84.34 
. ex 84.38 
ex 84.40 
ex 84.47 
ex 84.56 
ex 84.59 
84.61 
ex 84-.63 
Chapter SS 
ex S.S.Ol 
...... ~-~& ..... ---~~~ ---~"'~"- ---·--·-· .... · 
Presses, crushers and .other machinery, of a kind used in wine making. 
cider making, fruit juice preparation or the like 
Seed crushing machines; farin·type milling mac:hines 
I 
Machinery of a kind used in the bread grain milling industry, and ·other 
machinery (other than farm type machinery) for the working of cereals oc 
dried leguminous vegetables 
Printing type 
Shunles; reeds for looms 
Washing machines, whether or not electric, for domestic: use 
Machine tools for sawing and planing wood, cork, bone, ebonite (vulcanite); 
hard artificial plastic materials or other hard carving :uatcrials, other tbao 
machines falling within heading No 84.49 
Machinery for agglomerating, moulding or shaping ceramic paste, 
unhardened cements, plaster~ng materials or other mineral products 
Oil presses and lllills; machines for stearin soap manufacture 
Taps, cocks, valves and similar appliances, for pipes, boiler shells, tanks. 
vats and the like, including pressure reducing valves and thermostatic:a.Uy· 
controlled valves 
Speed reducers 
Generators of 20 kVA outpur·or less; motors of 74 kW or less; rotary 
converters of 37 kW or less; transformers and static converters other than 
for radio-broadcasting, radiotelephonic:, radiocdegrapnic and television n::-
ceivcrs 
85.03 Primary cells and primuy bancries 
85.04 
ex 85.06 
85.10 
85.U 
ex 85.17 
ex 85.19 
ex 85.20 
ex 95.21 
Electric accumulators 
Room fans 
Portable electric battery and magneto lamps, other than lamps falling 
within heading No 85.09 
Electric instantaneous or storage water heaters and immersion heaters; 
c:loc:rric soil heacng appararus and electric space, heating appararus; 
electric hair dressing appli,nccs (for example, hair dryers, hair c:urlers, 
curling tong heaters) and eiec:rric: smoothing irons; clectro-thermic domestic 
appliances; electric beating resistors, other than those of carbon 
Electric sound signalling appararus 
:£1ecrric:al apparatus for making and breaking electrical eircuits, for rht 
pr9tec:-..ion of decrncal circuits, or for making connections to or in electrical 
circ:uits (for example, switches, relays, fuses, lighmin& arresters, surge 
suppressors, plugs, lamp holders and junc:rion boxes) 
Elec:rric filament lamps and cleetric discharge lamps; excluding infra-red and 
ulr:ra-violet lamps 
Cathode-ray tubes for television sets 
85.23 Insul:lted (inc!L-din~ enamdlcd or :~nodix.ed) electric Wife, cal::te,' bns, strip 
and the like (including co-alcial c:able), whether or ~ot fi:tcd with connecton 
t ; •. L. __ :.__, 
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85.26 Insulating ficrings fot d~rical machine:;, applian~ or equipment. being 
fir:rings wholly of in~ulating marr:rial apart from any minor components of 
mec.almcorporated during moulding solely for pur;:osd of assembly, but not 
including h~ulaton falling within beading No 8S..:S 
85.21 Electrical conduit tubing and joints thedfor,bf bue metal lined with insulating 
material 
Chapter 81 
ex 87.02 
81.05 
ex 81.06 
ex 87.11 
ex 81.12 
81.13 
Chapter 89 
ex 89.01 · · 
Chapter 90 
ex 90.01 
~.03 
90.04 
ex90.26 
Chapter 92 
9l.U 
Chapter 93. 
ex 93.04 
ex 93.07 
Chapter 94 · 
·• 
Motor vehicles for the public: transport of persons and motor vehicles for the 
transport of goods or materials {excluding chaS$is mentioned in Note 1 to 
Chapter 87) 
Bodies (including cabs), for the motor vehicles falliog within beadinc 
No 87.01, 87.02 or 81.b3 
Chassis without engines, and parrs thereof 
Invalid carriages (other than motorized or otherwise mcchanic:aUy propelled) 
Parts and acessories of inYalid carriages (other than motorized or otherwise 
mechanic:~lly propelled) . • 
Baby carriages and pares thereof 
. Liqhters and barges; tankers designed to b3 towed; sailing vessels; 
'Inflatable boats of artificial p1astlc aata\ials • 
Ophthalmic lenses 
Frames a.-1d mountings, and parrs chcreoi, for spectacles, pincc:-nez, lorgnetteS, 
g<>Wes and the like 
Specucles, pincc:-aez, lorgnems, goggles and the like, corrective, priXeaiTe 
or other -
Mcrcn for hand-operated pcttol pumps and warer meters (volumetric and 
tachometric) . ' 
Gramophone records and other sound or similar :ecord.ings; maaices for the 
produaion of records, prepared record blank.s, film for mechanical sound 
recording. prepared tapes, Wltes. saips and like articles or a lcind commonly 
used for sound or sinular recording 
Sporting guns and rifles 
Wads for shotguns; sporting cartridges, eartrid·~cs for revolvers, pistols and 
walking stick guns, ball or shoe cartridges for cuget shooting guns of 
calibres up ro 9 mm; earuid~e c:a$e$ for sportin~ guns and sporting rifles, 
of metal and papcrboard; bulletS, shoe and buckshot for sporting guns aad 
sporting rifles 
Furniture and p am thereof; bedding, mattresses, mattress suppoR:l, cushioas -
and similar stuffed furnist:ngs, excluding beading No 94 .Ol 
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Chapter 91 
97.01 
91.02 
97.03 
ex 97.05 
Chapter 98 
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Brooms, brushes, powder puffs and sieves, excluding preparccl'kDots and 
tufts for broom or brush making of beading No 96.01 and aniclcs falliq 
wit~ beading Nos 96.05 and 96.06 
Wheeled toys designed ro be ridden by children (for example, toy bicycles 
and tricycles, and pedal moror cArS) i dolls' prams and dolls push chairs 
Dolls 
Other toys; working models of a kind used for recreational purposes 
Streamers and confetti 
Miscellaneous manufa~d articles, excluding stylograph pens falling withia 
beading No 98.03 and excluciiog beading Nos 98.04, 91.10, 91.11, 91.14 and 
98.15 
,, 
I I 
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• 
31.02 
31.03 
31.05 
ex73.:J7 
ci: 84.0t' 
84.06 
I 
.~ 
' ~ ... ..-..-.. ~··- .. " __ ,._u .. , __ , __ -·-···-,.-,_,..·.,._ ,._ •- ~ 
i • 
Mineral or chemical fertili.zers, nitrogenous 
Mineral or chemical fertilizers, phosphatic 
. Other fertilizers; goods. of the present Chapter in 
tablets, lozenges and similar prepared forms or in 
packings of a gross weigh~ not exceeding 10 kg: 
A. Other fertilizers: 
L Containing the ;hree fertilizing substances~ 
nirrogen, -phosphorus and potassium 
n. Containing rhe two fertilizing substances: 
nitrogen and phosphorus 
IV. Other 
Boilers (excluding.boUcrs of heading No 8-*.01) and 
radiators, for centtal heacing, noc elcctria.lly heated, 
and parts thereof, of iron or steel: air heaters and hoc 
air distributors (including those wh.ic h can also distribute 
cool or conditioned air), not electrically heated, incor· 
pocating a motor-driven fan or blower, and parts 
thereof, of iron or steel: 
- Boilers for ceottal heating 
Steam and other vapour generating boilers (excluding 
central hearing boc water boilers capable J.lso of 
producing low pressure: steam) ; super-heated water 
boilers: 
J 
ANNEX 11 
Quotts for the 
period 1 I MIWT 
"' J l Oecaubcr 
tnt 
12,3~ tonnes 
lt9, 800 EUi\ -
- Ofa power of32 MW or less • 101,400 EUA . • 
Internal combustion pistoo engines: 
C. Other engines~ 
ex li. COmpression ignition engines: 
- Of a power of less than 37 kVI 279,&00 EUA 
84.10 Pumps (including motor .pumps and turbo' ?Umps) for 
IiGuids, whether or not fitted with mc.uuring Jeviccs; 
liquid elevators of bu~kct, chain, screw, band and similar 
lcincls: 
ex A. Delivery pumps fitted. or designed to be fitted, 1 000 000 EUA 
with a measuring device, other thao pumps for • ' 
dispensing fuel 
· 8. Othe: pumps 
C. Uquid elevators of buck~ chaint ~. band 
and similar kind~ 
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lleediAe 
No-
84.14 
ex 84.20 
Industrial and laboratory furnaces and oveos, non-
dectric: 
ex B. Other: 
- Pans of steel, for cement ovens 
Weighing machinery (excluding balances of a sensiti· 
vity of S cg or bener) including weight-operated 
counting and checking machines; weighing machine 
weights of all kinds, ot,her than: 
- Baby scales 
- Precision scales graduated m grams for domestic 
use 
- Weighing machine weights of all kinds 
85.01 .Electrical goods of the following descriptions: genera-
tors, motors, converters (rotary or static), transformers, 
rectifiers and re~ing apparatus, inducrors: 
A. Generators, motors (whether or not equipped 
with speed reducing, changing or step-up gear) 
and rotary converters: 
c:x U. Other: · 
ex C. Pans: 
·- Motors of an output of not less than 
370 W and not more than 15 000 W 
- for motors of an output of not less than 170 
and not more than 15 000 W 
85.15 Radiotelcgraphic and radiotcle?honic transmission and 
reception appararus, radio-broadcasting and television 
transmission and receptiOn appararus (including rccc•· 
vers incorporating sound recorders or reproducers) and 
tdevision cameras; radio nav1garional aid appararus, 
radar appararus and radio remote control apparatus: 
A. R.adiotelegraph.ic and radiotelephonic transmission 
and reception appararus; radio-broadcasting and 
television transmission and reception appararus 
(including receivers incorporating sound recorders 
_or reproducers) and television cameras: .. 
ex m. Receivers, whether or not incorporating 
sound recorden or reproducers: 
- Tdevision 
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10,~ EUA 
320,000 EUA 
44,400 EUA 
3,01t8 units 
777,300 EU~ ( 1 ~ 
;: ~ t 
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CCT 
llo:adiq 
No 
. as.u 
(&ON'tl) 
ex 85.23. 
87.01 
C. Pares: 
L CabinetS and cases: 
ex a) Of wood: 
- For television receivers 
ex b) Of ocher materials: 
- For television receivers 
ex DL Other: 
- Chassis for television receivers and chcit 
parts, assembled or mounted 
- Printed circuit boards for television recci· 
VetS 
Insulated (including enamelled or anodized) electric 
wire, cable, bars, strip and the like: (including co-axial 
cable), whether or nor fitted with connectors: 
- Cables for television aerials ' 
Moro~ vehicles for the transport of persons, goods or 
materials iincluding sports motor vehicles, other than 
chose Of heading No 87 .09): 
A. For the ttansport of persons, including vehicles 
designed for the rcansporr of both passengers and 
goods: 
L With either a spark ignition ot a comprcssioa 
ipUtioa engine: 
ex a) Motor vehicles and buses with .either a 
spark ignition engine of a cylinder capacity 
of 2 soo cc or more or a compression 
ignition engine of a cylinder capacity of 
2· 500 cc or more: · · 
- Complete motor buses and coaches 
ex b) Other: 
- Complete, with a se2ring capacity of 
mt>re than six 
81.0S Bodies (including cabs), for the motor vehicles falling 
within heading No 87.01, 87.02 or 87.03·: · 
ex A. Bodies lllld cabs of metal for che irldustrial 
assembly of: 
- Agricultut2.l walking tracton falling within 
subheading 87.01 A, 
- Motor vehicles for the transpo.rt of persons, 
including vehicles designed for the transport 
of both passengers and goods_, with a scaring 
capacity of more chan six ~d I~ than U, 
': 
Quocas I or tbe 
period I janouy. 
IlD J 1 O..:cmhu 
1,0\ 
1,500,000 EUA 
66,600 EUA 
103 units 
2,032,000 EUA (1) 
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- Motor vehicles for the tranSport of gCiods or 
ma1crials, with either a spark ibflition engine 
of a cylinder capaciry of less than 2:800 cc or a 
compression ignition engine • of a cyliDdcr 
capaciry of less. than 2 SOO cc, 
- Special purpose motor lorries and YaDJ of 
beading No 87.03 (a) 
ex B. Other: 
- Bodies and cabs of meral, other than for 
motor vehicles for the transport of pcnoJl$, 
with a seating, capaciry of six or less 
• I !j 
9,800 EUA 
• 
!NGF\EASE OF COMMlJNITY GF!ILTNGS 
l~ REGARD TO AUSTRIA 
. . 
ANN?X III 
..-------.,..-----·,·------------------r------r 
CCT 
heading No 
1 
48.01 
: i 
Description 
2 
Paper and ,paperboard (including cellulose 
waddine) 1 in rolls or sheets: 
Amount 
in tonnes 
3 
ex F. otner: 
- Printing paper and writing paper, con- ' · 4.303 
taining more than 5~ of mechanical 
wood pulp 
Paper and paperboard, impregnated, coated, 
surface-coloured, surface-decorated or· . 
printed (not constituting printed matter 
within Chapter 49), in rolls or sheets: 
D. other: 
-Coated printing or writing paper 
C. Bleached paper and paperboard, cQated 
with kaolin, or coated or impregnated 
with artificial plastic materia~a, 
weighing 160 grams or more per m 
D. Other, excluding coated prin~ing or 
writing paper 
Other paper and paperboard, out to size 
or shape: 
B. Other 
4.861 
1.612 
175 
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COMMISSION 
OF THE 
EUROPl&AN COMMUNITIES 
Sir, 
• NOT TO BE PUBLISHED 
Brussels, 
During the negotiations between your country and the Community on the sub-
ject of the adaptation of the Free Trade Agreement concluded between the 
European Economic Commun.ity and the Republic of Austria in view of Greece's 
accession to ~he Community, your delegation expressed its desire to be.able, 
for the length of the transitional measures, to protect certain sensitive 
products from the risks of increased ~mports originating from Greece, which 
migh~ be se~iously detrimental to the relevant production activity in your 
country, or :create serious disturbances in any sector of your economy. 
I am pleased to be able to confirm that in such oases, the Community would 
agree to seek solutions acceptable to the qontracting parties, in accordance 
with the principles of our Free Trade Agreement, as with the rules and proce-
dures laid down in Article 27, and in particular its paragraph 2, of this 
Agreement. 
... , ... '~ Greece,. for 'her part, has expressed similar fears cQ.nceming imports origi-
:nating ·;rr?m your country.· 
'' 
,· 
.:. 
_I .woUld be grateful if you w()U].d confirm~ that. in· sU.oh. oai:Jes, ·the Austrian · 
~; -·· Authori~i~s.w~ld. agre~ ·to. seek acceptable· ·solut{oruti 't,ri: ~he same· spirit 
~way as mentiorted above. .-
Please accept, Sir; the assurance of my·highest cona~de~~tion.· 
H.E. Mr. Georg sayffertitz 
Ambassador 
Head of the Austrian Delegation 
Pierre Duohateau 
Head of the Community 
Delegation. 
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ADDITIONAL PRorOCOL 
TO THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE MEMBER STATES OF THE Et!ROPEAN 
~ COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY AND THE EUROF:CA.~ COAL- !1':) STEEr. 
• 
- ' COMMUNI'l'Y ,OF THE ONE PART, AND . THE REPUBLIC OF AUSTRIA, 
OF THE Ol'HER PART, CONSEQUENT ON THE ACCESSION OF THE 
HELLENIC REPUBLIC TO THE COMNUNITr 
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THE ICINQ:OO)i OF BELGIUM, 
THE ICI:NGDOM OF DENMARK, 
THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF-~, 
THE FRENCH REPUBLIC, 
IRELAND, 
THE ITAX.:t;AN REPuBLIC, 
THE GRAND DUCHI OF LtJXEMBOURG, 
THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS, 
• 
TBE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITA.li .ABD llORrBERli IRELAND, 
'being members of the European Coal and Steel Comuni t7, 
THE EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY 
'' I I 
;and THE m.r.F:Nic REPUBLIC aooeding to the llbropean Coal and Stee 
COJJIIII\1Dit7, 
• ot 'Ule one part , 
and Tlm. H8PtmLIC OF AUSTRIA, 
., 
of the ~her part 1 
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CONSIDERING the accession of the Hellenic Republic to 
the European Oommunities.on 1 January 1981 
HAVING REGARD to the Agreement between the Member States 
of the European Coal and Steel Community and the European 
·coal an.d Steel Community ,of the one part, and the Republic 
of Austria,of the other part, signed at Brussels on 22 July 1972, and 
hereinafter called the "Agreement", 
HAVE DIDIDED to determine by common accord the. adjustments ,and 
transitional measures to the Agreement consequent on the aocession 
of the Hellenic Republio to the European Coal and Steel Community 
and 'ro . CONCLUDE THIS PROTOCOL : 
' 
Article'l 
The Hellenic Republic hereby aooedes to the Agreement • 
. I 
i lt 
1' .. 
of, I~. • ' 
- 3-
TITLE I 
Adjustments 
Article 2 
-
The text of the Agreement shall be drawn up in Greek and that text 
shall be authentic in the same way as the original texts. The Joint 
Committee shall approve the Greek text. 
; 
• 
t ,. 
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· ,!ITLE· II 
Transitional Measures 
Article 3 
' 
' ; 
I 
I . 
For ~he products covered by the Agreement, the Hellenic Republicr· as regardo 
Austria, and the Republic of Austria, as regards the Hellenic Republic, shall 
--~~ --~z.:o~essively abolish customs duties on imports i~ accordance w.i t~ the f~llo-
wing timetable: · : 
.- on 1 January 1981 each duty shall be reduced to 90 ~ ofj 
the basic duty J . · 1 
- on 1 January 1982 each duty shall be reduced to 80 ~of' 
I 
the basic duty; i 
I 
~ the tour other reductions of.., 20, ~ each shall be made on. 1 
- 1 January 1983, 
- 1 Janua,ry 1984, .. 
- 1 January 1985, 
- 1 January 1986. · 
il 1 1 
Article 4 
The basic: duty to which the successive reductions 'provided ... for 
in Articl~ 3 are to be applied shall, for· each product, be the 
dut7 aotual}Jr applied on 1 Jul7 1980. 
I) l \ 
,I' 
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\ 
Article 5 
\ 
.... 
·1. The Hellenic 'Republic shall progressiveiy abolish charges having equivalent 
.. , 
eff~ot to customs duties'on imports o~ products originating in,A~st~ia 
in acoordanoe with the following timetable : 
- on 1 January 1981, ea.oh charge shall be reduced to 90 '/o o£ the basio rate ; 
- on 1 Ja.rtuary 1982, each charge shall be reduced to 80 % ot the 'basio rate ; 
l - the four other re!i,uctions of 20 ~ ea.ch shall be made on : I I I I I i - 1 JanUar.r 1983, 
~~ - 1 Jan~ 19B4, 
! - 1 JanUary 1985, 
! 
i - 1 Jazrf:Jar¥ 1986. 
I 
2; The ba.si~ rate to which the successive reductions provided for in 
p&1'agr&ph 1 are to 'be applied sha,l~, 1 , f~r ea.oh product, be tile rate 
applied 'b)t the Hellenic Republic on 31 Deoaaber 1980. 
'., 
' l I I 
3. Any charge having eql.liva.lent effect tp a customs duty on impo~a intro--
duced as from 1 Ja.nua.:cy 1979, in trade 'between the Hellenic Republic t 
and Austria shall be abolished ·on 1 January 1981. 
Article 6 
If the Hellenic Republic suspends or reduces duties or charges having 
equivalent ~ffect on products imported f~m t~e Community as at present 
· -~ consti tu.ted more quickly than under ~he' ~~tablished timetable, the , 
'Hellenic Republic shall S;lso suspend or reduce,. to the sc;;,me level, t~~~ 
duties or charges having equivalent effect on products originating in 
Austria. 
. . . ~' ~ . . . 
• 
'• ...;.6-
Artiola.l.. 
. . 
Import deposits and cash payments in force in Greece on 31 December · 
1980 with re~rd to products originating in Austria 
shall be progressively eliminated over a pc'lriod ot three years :fn)!D 
·I 1 January 1981. 
The :,."ate of import depo~i ts and oa.~h payments aha.11 be roduoed 
in &oco:rdance with the following timetable&· 
- 1 January 1981 1 25 %, 
- 1 January 1982 I 25 %, 
• 1 January 1983 1 25 %, 
- 1 Januar:i 1984 I 25 fo. 
2. If, inrespect of the Community as at present constituted, the 
Hellenic Republic reduces the rate of· import deposits or cash 
payments more quickly than under the timetable set out in 
paragraph 1, the Hellenic Republic shall make the same reduction , 
with regard to imports\ originating :in Austria~ 
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Article 8, 
Until 31 December 1985 iron and steel undertakings in Greece a:re 
authorised to apply the system or multiple points for basing their 
price lists. 
,, ' 
i' 
' ' 
' •. 
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TITLE III 
GEllERAL AND FINAL PROVISIONS 
Article 9 
The Joint Committee shall make any amendments which may be necessary 
to the origin rules consequent on the accession of the Hellenic Repu~lio to 
the: ~opean_· Communities. 
Article 10 
--· .The..-exchang.of. ~etters, .Bmlexed .to this--P~toco.l., fonns an int~gral 
~- ~.thereof. This P.r<>tocol-f'orms an integral part of the Agralment, 
I 
Article. 11 I 
I 
I 
I . 
This Protocol shall be approved by the contracting Parties in 'acpordance 
I 
with their own procedures. It shall enter into force on 1, January 1981, 
provided that the contracting Parties have notified each other before that 
date that the procedures neces~ary to this end have been compl~ted. After 
this date the Protocol shall enter into foroe on the "tirst ~ )ot the 
second month following such notification. 
Article 12 
• I 
I 
This Protocol is drawn up in duplicate, in the Danish, ~toh, English, 
French, German, Greek. an~ It~_~im i~-8,~-ea~h of.these text~ ·being 
equally ~uthentic. 
' ' 
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- ·\, Sir, 
\. 
With reference to Article 20, paragraph 2, second and last subparagraph, of 
the Agreement between the Member States of the European Coal and Steel Com-
Immity and the European Coal and Steel Community, of the one part, and the 
Republic of Austria, of the other part, and to the Additional Protocol to 
· · the aforementioned Agreement signed today I have the honour to forward to 
you herewith the text of Article 129 (2) of the Act concerning the conditions 
of apcession of the Hellenic Republic to the Community and the adjustments 
to th~ Treaties. 
· "2. Until 31 December 1985 the prices charged by-undertakings in the present 
Member States for sales of iron and steel products on the Greek market,. re-
duced to their equivalent at the point chosen for their price list, may not 
be below the prices shown in the price list in question for comparable trans-
actions, save when authorization has been given by the Commission, in agree-
ment with the Hellenic Government, wi t~out prejudice to the last subparagraph 
of Article 60 (2) (b) of the ECSC Treaty. T1ndertakings in the present Member 
States shall.retain the right to align their delivered prices in Greece Qn 
those charged there by ·third countries for the same products. 
The first subparagraph shall only concern alignment on price lists of pro-
- ducers in the present Member States and Greece for products actually pro-
duced in Greece on 1 January 1981. A list of such products will be published 
by the Co~ssion on that date." 
The Communi;ty will inform Austria immediately on authorizations given to 
Community undertakings under the above mentioned Article of the Act of 
Accession. Ivloreover, the Community will provide Austria with the list of 
products mentioned in Article 129 (2) of the Act. 
I should be gratefUl if you would kindly acknowledge receipt of this letter. 
Please ao~ept, Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
Pierre Dllchateau 
Head of the Community · 
Delegation · 
1l.E. Mr. Georg Se)'f'fertitz 
Ambassador 
Head of ·the Austrian Delegation 
